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Follow the latest daily buzz with buzzFeed Daily Newsletter! August 1, 1998 5 min read This story appears in the August 1998 issue of the entrepreneur. Subscribe You have finally decided to go abroad. Now that you are starting to form alliances with international partners, should you look for a family business such as your own? In most
cases, the answer is yes. Working with a family business abroad is relatively easy for a family business in the United States. After all, a good family business work, no matter where in the world they are located, share many of the same characteristics. They have their last name on the door, their integrity is high and they are betting on their
personal reputation on their products or services. The family business around the world is proud of its close relationships with customers. Managers and high-ranking managers of family businesses are usually also owners, which usually means that they are easily accessible and remain in their positions for quite some time. This stability
helps these companies make firm decisions that lead to long-term success rather than being lured by short-term profits. Family businesses often have another thing in common: Their children, who also turned out to be their successors, said Fran Thaw, founder and owner of Bulbtronics Inc., a 22-year-old Farmingdale, New York, specialty
lighting company. Thaw, whose company buys bulbs and sells bulbs to many companies in different countries, has a close personal relationship with the head of the family business in England. When visiting another country, business owners often stay in each other's homes. We even had their son here for a few weeks, teaching him
what he needed to know to expand his business into medical coverage, Thaw says. Why all this intimacy? We have so much in common - family and business. Patricia Schiff Estessa writes family business stories and is the author of two books, Managing Alternative Work Arrangements (Crisp Publishing) and Money Advice for Your
Successful Remarriage (Betterway Press). Bond issues may be stronger among family business owners from different countries, but in most cases these bonds are not formed automatically. That connection is not immediate, confirms Ross Nager, executive director of the Arthur Andersen Center for Family Business in Houston. People of
different cultural backgrounds do not trust each other just because they are members of the family business. One possible obstacle to finding the same place is the fact that the largest businesses in many countries are family businesses, which is equivalent to our Fortune 500 list, says Ernesto Pose, an international family business
consultant and professor at Case University. Reserve in Cleveland. Given their size, they can be more complex than the average family business here, says Posea. They have political influence in their own countries, and they may not be willing to spend their political capital if they don't see cooperation as one that low risk with the
possibility of high returns. For medium-sized American family firms, the difficulty of doing business abroad once again inhibits the formation of alliances. American family companies look across the seas and have high expectations because of the huge market potential and desire of other countries for American products and services,
Poza said. But, he adds, with this potential comes a host of challenges - including everything from import/export laws and tax implications to unfamiliar distribution channels and cultural differences. It's not that the rules and customs are necessarily tougher than ours; it's just that they're different and need to be studied, he says. Perhaps
that's why the American family business has not sunk headlong into the international market - even with the necessary technologies available at reasonable prices. Consider these statistics, taken from the Arthur Andersen/Massive Mutual Family Business Survey conducted last year: Just a modest percentage of American family
businesses generate international sales. Only 7.5 percent of businesses collect 11 to 50 percent of their business income abroad, while only 1.6 percent generate more than 50 percent of their income from sources abroad. Most family firms (67.7 per cent) do not generate any international sales. Taking it slowly yet, the entrepreneurial
spirit that helps the family business succeed from generation to generation is playing well on the world stage . . . as long as you take certain measures: Set aside capital. This market will not bloom overnight; you have to identify and allocate resources in your company to make this happen. If we take seriously the international expansion, it
is good that the project is led by a family member who has the enthusiasm and authority to make it happen. Consult with consultants who have international skills. These professionals are well worth their value. They have the experience and knowledge that can help you get around the trouble and quickly climb into a profitable alliance
abroad. Do your research. Have a family member leading the project meet with potential international distributors and customers to understand the differences that exist between your domestic market and the foreign market you are interested in. Put your nose down. Do not commit to building a factory before you have established a
relationship with a distributor or conducted a study to make sure that you have a product or service that will be paid for Clients. Focus your resources on developing small successes in highly potential markets - one at a time. Obviously, everyone transactions abroad will not be with the family business. But look for them whenever possible,
so you can benefit from the characteristics that you share. Says Nager: If you find a family business abroad you can work, your relationship is likely to be stronger and more durable than two companies working together that are not owned by the family and managed. Contact SourcesArtture Andersen Family Business Center, 711
Louisiana, #1300, Houston, TX 77002, (800) 924-2770Bulbtronics Inc., fax: (516) 249-6066, . Pose th Associates, (440) 247-6300, familybiz1@aol.com MORE BRAND-NEW REPORTING from PM'S GEEK VOTE SERIES: After the River Pact Backfire, McCain counters Obama on the water and INFRASTRUCTURE: Clean technology
overshadows Obama-McCain inequality 1. What is the appropriate role of new technologies, such as biometrics, in securing borders and monitoring foreign tourists to the United States? 2. New military technologies are often designed to win the last war, not the next one. What is your approach to breaking this model? And what critical
NIOCRIT should be supported now to prepare for future conflicts? 3. Given the shrinking fossil fuel reserves and concerns about climate change, more and more countries are using nuclear energy. However, this raises concerns about the proliferation of nuclear weapons. What criteria would you use to determine which foreign nuclear
projects to support? 4. The United States currently has missile defence facilities in Alaska and California and has recently agreed to install interceptors and radars in Eastern Europe. Are Congress ready to discuss the future of the program, where do you stand for development and future deployments? 5. Major weapons programmes,
including elements of the army's future combat systems and the Navy's DDG 1000 destroyer programme, have been sharply criticized for inefficiency and cost overruns. How would you record the procurement process? 6. Given the rise of digital attacks from abroad, how would you tackle the country's cybersecurity? Which agency or
service should lead the effort? What demands would you make against the government of a foreign hacker if there is evidence of his direct involvement in a grueling attack on the United States? 7. China is paying close attention to infrastructure projects in Africa in an attempt to strengthen long-term relations there. Where should the
United States focus its own efforts across the continent? 8. Military technology and dual-use technology from the United States have found themselves everywhere, from IEDs in Iraq to Chinese military installations. At the same time, defence contractors and many of our allies are pushing for weaker restrictions on the export of such
technology. What if anything you would do to solve this problem? 9. Should States develop space military platforms? Do you support international agreements to ban the ban militarization of space? 10. Russia is becoming increasingly aggressive in the Arctic, mainly because of the potential oil and mineral reserves in the region. How far
should the United States go to counter these efforts? HISTORY - FINAL COVERAGE: More PM in Breaking War News - Analysis - GEEK VOTE '08: Science and Technology Policy Broken by Experts This Content is created and supported by a third party, and imported to this page to help users provide their email addresses. You may be
able to find more information about this and similar content on the piano.io the Global Order is collapsing, internal renewal is urgent, and America needs to reinvent its role in the world. July 14, 2020 Atlantic It is tempting to draw radical conclusions about what geopolitics will look like after a pandemic. Some argue that we are witnessing
the last breath of american primacy, the equivalent of the Suez moment of Britain in 1956. Others argue that America, the main driver of the international order after the Cold War, is temporarily incapacitated and the president is drunk at the wheel. Tomorrow, a more sober operator could quickly restore U.S. leadership. There is a lot we
don't yet know about the virus, or how it will change the international landscape. What we do know, however, is that we drifted into one of those rare transition periods, with American dominance in the rearview mirror, and a more anarchic order looming dimly beyond. This moment is reminiscent of both its fragility and its geopolitical and
technological dynamism, an era before World War I that caused two global military upheavals before the state government finally caught up with the scale of the challenges. To overcome today's difficult transition, the United States will need to move beyond the debate between reduction and recovery and imagine a more fundamental
rethinking of America's role in the world. The wreckage of the pandemic surrounds us: more than half a million people around the world have died, the ranks of the world's hungry have doubled, and the worst economic crisis since the Great Depression is raging. But long before the coronavirus struck, the liberal international order built and
led by the United States became less liberal, less orderly and less American. The pandemic has accelerated this trend and exacerbated pre-existing conditions. While the United States and its allies are reeling, distracted and divided by the pandemic, China's ambition to become a dominant player in Asia has increased, as has its desire to
change international institutions and rules in accordance with its power and preferences. The pandemic has also heightened the Chinese leadership's uncertainty, heightening their concerns about economic sluggishness and Discontent. The result is a great internal repression and an even more pugnacious brand of wolf warrior warrior
determined to the weakness of others, Vladimir Putin loses sight of Russia's own weakness. The collapse of the oil market and Putin's mismanagement of the pandemic have made Russia's one-dimensional economy and stagnant political system even more fragile. A powerful counterpuncher, Putin still sees many opportunities to
undermine and undermine rival countries, a tactic that could help a shrinking power maintain its status. However, its margin of error is narrowing. Europe is between assertive China, revisionist Russia, a volatile America and its own political disruptions - no more baffling than Brexit. The drift in the transatlantic alliance is deteriorating, the
US is looking for Europe to do more with less talk, and Europe fears it will become the grass on which the great elephant power tramples. The pandemic has also exacerbated unrest and dysfunction in the Middle East. Hardliners in both Tehran and Washington are militant posing at the foot of a dangerous escalator ladder. Proxy wars in
the Yemeni and Libyan wars continue. Syria remains a bloody wreck, and Israel's impending annexation of the West Bank threatens to bury the two-state solution. As the wave of the pandemic surges on developing countries, the world's most fragile societies will only become more vulnerable. Latin America is currently experiencing the
largest economic downturn in the history of the region. Africa, with its growing cities and enormous food, water and medical insecurity, faces more risk than perhaps any other part of the world. All these problems and uncertainties are further compounded by ongoing technological disruptions, as well as ideological and economic
competition. The pace of change exceeded the ability of intermittent, internally promising leaders to shape the rules of the road. False information spreads with the same willingness as truth; infectious diseases move faster than treatment. The same technologies that open up so many human possibilities are now being used by
authoritarian leaders to block, monitor and suppress citizens. With the triumphalism of globalization long behind, societies are struggling with widening inequality and mercantilist impulses. Democracy has been receding for more than a decade, and the treaty between citizens and governments is severely worn out. International institutions
are beginning to break down, paralyzed by too much bureaucracy, too little investment and intense competition between the major powers. Above all this is the forbidden threat of climate change, as our planet is gradually choking on carbon emissions. This moment cries for management to help form a sense of order-organizer to help
navigate this complex mess of stabilisation problems competition, and provide at least some modest protection of global public goods. But now we live through the worst intersection of man and moment in the American America above all really means Trump first, America alone, and Americans on their own. The post-pandemic future of
the United States is not predetermined. We are still getting the right to vote and we can still make some fateful choices. They are more complex than those we encountered at the end of the cold war, when our undisputed primacy softened us from our mistakes and supported our illusions. But today's choice is even more consistent than
the choice of 30 years ago. The United States must take one of three broad strategic approaches: reduction, recovery and rethinking. Everyone strives to fulfill our interests and protect our values; where they differ in their assessment of American priorities and influence, as well as the threats we face. Each one is easily caricatured, and
everyone deserves an honest look. Reducing It's not hard to convince many Americans struggling through the human and economic costs of the pandemic, hurting the open wounds of our racial divisions, and questionable about the power and promise of the American idea to tighten our national drawbridges and downsizing. It's not hard
to make the prevailing bipartisan foreign policy consensus fumble America's post-Cold War unipolar moment - leaving the U.S. overwhelmed abroad and underinvested at home. Proponents of the cuts argue that for too long friends and foes have been happy to let the United States sign global security while it has reaped the benefits.
Europe could spend less on defence and more on social security systems. China could focus on economic modernization while America kept the peace. The U.S. may be first among the unequal at the moment, but the notion that its leaders can revive the era of undeniable American primacy, prevent the rise of China, or our diplomatic
relations and tools in exactly their pre-Trump, pre-pandemic form of mirage. The abbreviation is easily distorted as a kind of nativist isolationism or pathological entrenched. It's often portrayed as a call for The Bannonite to throw away a sense of enlightened self-interest, and to focus finally on the I'm part of it. The heart of the argument is
far less radical; it is about narrowing our concept of vital interests, drastically reducing global military deployments, shedding outdated alliances and reining in our missionary zeal to build democracy abroad. Reducing means abandoning our arrogant disregard for nationalism and sovereignty and understanding that other Powers will
continue to engage and defend spheres of influence. This means that the United States can control threats and adversaries more effectively than it can defeat them. The main risk of reduction is taking it too far, or Quickly. Any attempt to separate the United States from the world has complex flaws. President Barack Obama's attempt to
move deadlines participation in the Middle East is an important warning. His thoughtful long game met the unsynchronized passions of the region's short game, creating significant dislocations and doubts about American power. There are also more serious structural issues. Even if the U.S. recognized its relative decline and squeezed its
external ambitions, where is the growing ally to which America can pass the baton, as did the U.S. British after World War II? No matter how sclerotic some of our alliances are, how confident are American leaders that they can better shape our destiny without them? Is there no danger that the United States will be an island power in a
world inhospitable to the islands, with China gradually dominating Eurasian soil, Russia as a weakening accomplice, and Europe as an isolated appendage? And can a hard-line America play an organizing role on issues such as climate change, nuclear nonproliferation and global trade that no other country can play right now? Recovery
From the case can be done that American uncertainty, not arrogance, is the original sin. Warts and all, the global leadership of the United States has opened an era of unprecedented peace and prosperity. We give it away at our peril. The experts join the opinion of diplomat George Kennan that the sooner the U.S. sheds its paternalistic
altruism and is just another big country, the better it will be. Restorers believe that placing America in such a role, otherwise without a steering wheel, would be a fatal mistake. They claim that after the collapse of the Soviet Union, the United States was not able to take full advantage of its primacy. American leaders naively allowed our
future rivals to rise up, thinking that they would be satisfied with the seat at our table, not to oust us at the head. The U.S. slowed NATO enlargement to calm Russian concerns, but saw an increasingly revanchist Russia get its feet, and hailed China at the World Trade Organization as a responsible shareholder, but failed to hold him
accountable as it continued to behave irresponsibly, breaking the rules, while the American middle class broke its back. Restorers argue that America suffers the most not when it does too much, but tries too little. They believe that American leaders feared an uncertain slippery slope of intervention abroad far more than certain waves of
human tragedy that would flow without American action. They see the at the back as an oxymoron and think that the United States has failed to appreciate how much new democracies depend on America, and how methodically authoritarian regimes will challenge the democratic model. While the United States may no longer enjoy the
unsurpassed differences of power still lean significantly in our favour. Despite our self-inflicted wounds, we still have the strongest military, the most powerful economy in the world, the majority majority allied system, and the most powerful soft power. Restorers worry about the risk of overreacting to the relative American decline. The fight
against China is not another Cold War to avoid, but one to fight with confidence and win. The U.S. should abandon any return to the world of closed spheres of influence, and be a clear take on the rise of techno-authoritarianism, and push back hard with a new concert of democracies. While we may have to balance our foreign policy
instruments and avoid post-9/11 excesses, the risks of reducing our defence budgets and our global military position outweigh the rewards. For critics, Saturday Night Live's More Cowbell sketch - admittedly not your standard foreign policy analogy - embodies a restoring look. To paraphrase the immortal words of producer Bruce
Dickinson: the world is fever, and the only recipe for more U.S. leadership, no matter how contradictory and self-reaming we can sometimes be, and how tired our bandmates might be with our prima donnas to act. The promised treatment, however, leaves many questions unanswered. Do the American people now have the stomach and
resources to fight authoritarianism or limitless competition with China? Are maximalist goals, sometimes abandoned in this debate, necessary or achievable? How ready and able are our allies to join us in the common cause? Will a more assertive international position accelerate or delay the renewal of the American middle class? Is
restraint an invitation to disorder or the best protection against it? ReinventionThere lies an alternative between breaking up the group and coming to terms with the eternal sound of the bell. We live in a new reality: America can no longer dictate events as we sometimes thought we could. The Trump administration has done more damage
to American values, image and influence than any other in my life. And our nation is more divided by political, racial and economic tensions than in generations. But even so, if we don't continue to dig a hole deeper for ourselves at home and abroad, we remain in a better position than any other major power to mobilize coalitions and



navigate the geopolitical thresholds of the 21st century. We can't afford to just put more modest lipstick on the merits of a restoration strategy, or, alternatively, apply bolder rhetorical brilliance to the cut. We must rethink the purpose and practice of American power, finding a balance between our ambitions and our limitations. First of all,
American foreign policy should support internal renewal. Smart foreign policy begins at home, with a strong democracy, society and economy. But it also has to end with more and more jobs, more security, environment and more inclusive will also be a sustainable society. The well-being of the American middle class be the engine that
drives our foreign policy. We are long overdue for a historical correction of the course at home. We must achieve more inclusive economic growth, growth that narrows the income and health gap. Our actions abroad should go further for this purpose, not hinder it. Prioritizing the needs of American workers over corporate America's profits
is important. Managers need to be much better at ensuring that trade and investment deals reflect these imperatives. However, this does not mean that we are turning our backs on trade or global economic integration. Supply chains in some sectors with national security implications will require diversification and redundancy to make
them more durable, but policymakers should not disrupt global supply chains that benefit American consumers and emerging fuel markets. An improved economic approach may include elements of industrial policy that will focus on more government support for science, technology, education and research. This must be complemented by
the reform of our broken immigration system. The second major priority for a reimagined foreign policy is the enormous global challenges: climate change, global health instability, the proliferation of weapons of mass destruction and the technology revolution. All of these problems directly affect the health, safety and prosperity of
Americans. None of them can be resolved by the United States in its own circumstances. All this will require international cooperation, despite the increased strategic rivalry. They require a new multilateralism - a patchwork of coalitions of like-minded nations that the U.S. is still better than any other country to assemble; a hard-line
approach to reforming international institutions; and flexible diplomacy. Just as our advanced military base has helped to deal with security threats during the cold war, preventive diplomacy can help to soften our society from inevitable shocks and strengthen its resilience. Our third vital priority is our biggest geopolitical challenge:
managing competition with China. In recent decades, unruly thinking has led us to have too much about the benefits of interacting with China. Today, unruly thinking of a different kind makes us think too much about the expediency of separation and deterrence, as well as the inevitability of confrontation. Our tendency, as we did at the
height of the Cold War, is to overwork the threat, to over-prove our hawkish integrity, to over-militarize our approach, and to reduce political and diplomatic space, to manage the competition of the great powers. Preventing China's growth goes beyond America's capabilities, and our economies are too entangled to separate. The U.S. can,
however, shape an environment in which China is delighting, taking advantage of a network of allies and partners across the Indo-Pacific region, from Japan and Korea to a growing India who are worried about China. This will require working with them and directly involving the Chinese leadership in competing with Beijing, determining
the conditions of coexistence, preventing competition from clashing and maintaining space for cooperation on global challenges. Everything is going to develop a strategy that strengthens rather than trades against these three interconnected priorities. China is obviously not America's only geopolitical challenge, just by far is the most
important. We cannot ignore other regions where we have enduring interests: Europe remains the most important partner and North America remains our natural strategic base, despite the rare diplomatic feat of the current administration to alienate Canadians. Nor can we ignore the inevitable crises in our lives and abroad, which are so
often thwarted by the most accurate strategies. Armed with a clear sense of priorities, the next administration will have to rethink alliances and partnerships with the U.S. and make some difficult and overdue choices regarding American tools and terms of engagement around the world. And he will have to act with the discipline that so
often eluded the United States during its lazy post-Cold War dominance. If America is first and foremost doomed to landfill again, we will still have demons to banish-our arrogance, our power, our indiscipline, our intolerance, our intolerance, our inattention to our inner health, and our fetish for military tools and disregard for diplomacy. But
we will also have a chance to evoke our most exceptional national trait: our ability to take self-removal. And we will still have a chance to shape our future before it is formed for us by other players and forces. Forces. foreign policy of major powers book pdf
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